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Abstract

Having an effective way of dealing with data provenance is a necessary con-

dition to ensure reproducibility, helping to build trust and credibility in research

outcomes and the data products delivered. METACLIP (METAdata for CLI-

mate Products) is a language-independent framework envisaged to tackle the

problem of climate product provenance description. The solution is based on

semantics exploiting the web standard Resource Description Framework (RDF),

building on domain-specific extensions of standard vocabularies (e.g., PROV-O)

describing the different aspects involved in climate product generation. We il-

lustrate METACLIP through an example application within the open source R

computing environment, generating a climate product for which full provenance

information is recorded. Finally, the METACLIP Interpreter, a web-based in-

teractive front-end for metadata visualization is presented, helping a diversity of

users with different levels of expertise to trace and understand the provenance

of a wide variety of climate data products, and to fully reproduce them.
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1. Introduction1

Provenance is defined as a “record that describes the people, institutions,2

entities, and activities involved in producing, influencing, or delivering a piece3

of data or a thing” (Provenance Working Group, 2013). This information can4

be used to form assessments about data quality, reliability or trustworthiness.5

In the context of climate science, having an effective way of dealing with data6

provenance is a necessary condition to ensure the reproducibility of results.7

Keeping track of data provenance is expected to increase the value of both the8

final products and the original data as this would make evident and traceable9

the impact one has on the other. Furthermore, an effective and officially ap-10

proved metadata schema is a must-have in order to allow for the certification11

of a specific data workflow. Therefore, an effective provenance tracking system12

becomes crucial in order to allow users to perform an in-depth scrutiny of the13

data generation, fostering a best scientific practice that favours open science,14

transparent peer-review and double-checking of both products and raw data.15

In an era of rapid development of data services, and climate services in16

particular (see e.g., Hewitt et al., 2012), there is a compelling need by the dif-17

ferent data users (and producers) for a comprehensive provenance description18

of the products generated (Hills et al., 2015), that has motivated the develop-19

ment of several transnational initiatives aimed at fostering international stan-20

dards for data processing and sharing (e.g., the Research Data Alliance –RDA–,21

https://rd-alliance.org).22

More specific to the climate science and related geoscientific disciplines are23

the Climate and Forecast Metadata Conventions (CF, Eaton et al., 2011, ;24

http://cfconventions.org), that are nowadays a widely adopted interna-25

tional standard for metadata encoding. The CF conventions provide a de-26

scription of the physical meaning of data and of their spatial and temporal27

properties, although they are dependent on a specific data format (the Network28

Common Data Form –netCDF–, Rew and Davis, 1990), thus restricting the29

access and the scope of metadata information to a technical context (see how-30
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ever recent efforts to abstract the CF conventions from netCDF, e.g., Hassell31

et al., 2017). Recent initiatives towards the improvement of the traceability of32

geoscientific products have been developed in some EU-funded projects. For33

instance the QA4ECV Project (Scanlon et al., 2015) was aimed at recording34

the traceability chain of several essential climate variables from remote sens-35

ing products (for instance Leaf Area Index, Peng et al., 2017), providing for36

each dataset comprehensive details of the processing algorithm and the esti-37

mation of uncertainties. Besides, the CHARMe Project (Clifford et al., 2015)38

was focused on linking climate datasets with publications, user feedback and39

other items (collectively designated as “commentary metadata”), using a Re-40

source Description Framework annotation approach (RDF, see Sec. 2). The41

resulting metadata accompany datasets, helping end-users to choose the prod-42

ucts best suited to their particular research aims. Likewise, a RDF-based ap-43

proach has been followed by the U.S. Global Change Research Program, with44

the development of the “Global Change Information System Ontology” (see45

https://data.globalchange.gov), in order to document provenance in global46

change research (Ma et al., 2014a). The provenance tracking system developed47

allows linking to research papers, datasets, models, analyses etc. related to48

key global change research findings, that in words of their authors “improve49

the visibility into the assessment process, increase understanding and possibility50

of reproducibility . . . ” (Tilmes et al., 2013). Another relevant example is the51

DataONE Network, https://www.dataone.org/, a project providing access to52

Earth and environmental data, supporting enhanced search and discovery of53

environmental data through the coordinated use of an inter-operable metadata54

model, conceived with the expectation of broader community adoption.55

56

As shown by these previous initiatives, Semantic Web technologies are gain-57

ing an increasing importance among data scientists. In this context, META-58

CLIP is intended as a solution for identifying, extracting, linking and assembling59

the pieces of information needed to fully describe the provenance of a climate60

product, also providing a tool for effective visualization. Thus, METACLIP61
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somehow widens the scope of the different initiatives above enumerated, being62

focused both on the low-level scientific details of specific products or file for-63

mats (e.g., it benefits from the CF conventions for climate variable naming or64

cell method definitions, for instance), and at the same time provides a more65

general, user-oriented provenance information for example by linking datasets66

with their DOIs (Digital Object Identifier, https://www.doi.org), or with rel-67

evant technical documentation, as well as describing the agents involved in their68

production and distribution. Furthermore, it provides a full description of the69

code, thus enabling full reproducibility of the products.70

The METACLIP approach was initially developed in the project QA4Seas71

(Manubens et al., 2017), framed in the Copernicus Climate Change Service72

(C3S, https://climate.copernicus.eu). Since the beginning, it proved as73

an effective way of dealing with seasonal forecast product provenance descrip-74

tion (there are seasonal forecast examples in the METACLIP gallery at http:75

//www.metaclip.org), responding to specific project’s needs such as linking76

low-level processing steps with calibration/verification activities and with known77

community datasets and organizations. These needs are common to other78

projects and research contexts requiring a complete set of tools for provenance79

tracking, from product generation to visualization. As a result, METACLIP is80

currently being used in different initiatives broadening its initial scope, for ex-81

ample by providing semantic metadata for downscaling products in the VALUE82

initiative (Gutiérrez et al., 2018, http://www.value-cost.eu/).83

METACLIP is based on RDF and focused on the semantic description of84

climate products (i.e., maps, plots or any other climate research outcome stored85

in a file), so that each product and its provenance information are inseparable86

and jointly delivered (although provenance information can be easily detached87

if needed). Its aim is to ease metadata discovery and understanding by a wide88

range of users, from experts requiring a complex technical provenance descrip-89

tion to other users interested in a higher level representation. The metadata can90

be explored through a specific application (the METACLIP interpreter), that91

thanks to the granularity of the schema provides the level of detail best tailored92
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to the user needs. The resulting provenance information is not only human-93

readable, permitting an intuitive navigation through a semantic description of94

the product at hand, but also “machine-readable”, allowing data mining and95

the deployment of search and discovery tools.96

97

The main objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the META-98

CLIP framework. It is illustrated through a worked example in the open source99

R language and environment for statistical computing (R Core Team, 2019),100

given its popularity among a growing number of members of the climate data101

user community. To this aim, we introduce the METACLIP extension for R102

(the metaclipR package), as a new component of the climate4R framework for103

climate data analysis (Iturbide et al., 2019). It must be noted that METACLIP104

is a semantic framework based on RDF, and as such it is not dependent on any105

particular language/environment. Its extension to R via the package metaclipR106

is used here for illustration, but it can be applied within any other computing107

environment(s). This paper also introduces the METACLIP Interpreter, the108

interactive web-based tool conceived as a user-oriented front-end to explore and109

visualize the provenance information attached to products.110

This paper is structured as follows: First, in Sec. 2 a description of the111

METACLIP vocabularies is presented; these vocabularies have been designed112

as a domain-specific extension of widely used “domain-agnostic” data models113

(like PROV) to describe the different activities, agents and transformations in-114

volved in climate data product generation. Secondly, the climate4R framework115

is briefly presented (Sec. 3) to set the scene for the R package metaclipR116

(Sec. 3.2). Next, in Sec. 4 a worked example of METACLIP encoding using117

metaclipR is presented through a simple, real-world case study. Finally, the118

main components of the METACLIP Interpreter are described in Sec. 5. In119

addition, further worked examples covering other specific aspects of META-120

CLIP (e.g., description of validation of climate products, bias correction etc.)121

are provided as supplementary information in a companion paper notebook, as122

indicated in Sec. 6.123

5
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2. METACLIP: A RDF-based approach for provenance description124

RDF is a family of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications orig-125

inally designed as a metadata model (W3C, 2004; Candan et al., 2001). It is an126

abstract model that has become a general method for conceptual description or127

modelling of information that is implemented in web resources, using a variety128

of syntax notations and data serialization formats. Serialization is understood129

in this context as the process of translating data structures or object state into130

a format that can be stored, i.e. a particular file format (see the link in the131

caption of Fig. 1 for an example). RDF extends the linking structure of the132

Web to use URIs1 to name the relationship between things as well as the two133

ends of the link (this is usually referred to as a triple). As a result, an RDF rep-134

resentation consists of a collection of triples in which each triple is represented135

as a node-arc-node link (hence the term “graph”). An example is given in Fig.136

1.137

1URI is the acronym for Uniform Resource Identifier, a character string that unambiguously

identifies a particular resource (URI Planning Interest Group, W3C/IETF, 2001)

6
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EOBS-v17

ECA

KNMI

hadModellingCenter

hadDataProvider

hadProject

hadDatasetSubset

hadCommandCall
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hadTemporalResolution
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hadVerticalExtent
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loadGridData
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tx

2m
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Figure 1: An RDF graph showing the Data source description (the EOBS-v17 dataset), and the

first step within the data workflow (a dataset subset). Entities (nodes) are linked by properties

(arrows) following the so called triples of the form Subject–Predicate–Object. Predicates

are often referred to as object properties (labelled with blue fonts). Thus, this particular

example of a RDF graph (see Sec. 2) is formed by a set of ten triples. For instance, a

particular Dataset-class entity (“EOBS-v17”) is associated with a specific activity (the “ECA”

Project), and with two agents: i) A data provider (the agent distributing the data) and ii)

A modelling center (the agent generating the data). These nodes are filled in grey and the

arcs linking them represented by dashed lines. The grey part of the graph is represented

in more detail in Fig. 2. The entity classes, their possible individual instances, and the

relationships between them (object properties) are not free, but controlled by the rules given

by the vocabularies (see Sec. 2.1). In METACLIP, the RDF representation is serialized into

JSON-LD format. A JSON-LD representation of this graph can be viewed in the following

link: http://metaclip.org/fig1.json

.

Designed to provide a framework that ensures interoperability between meta-138

data frameworks, RDF allows for structured and semi-structured data to be139

mixed, exposed, and shared across different applications (RDF Working Group,140

2014). Although the definition of the mechanism is domain-neutral, it is suit-141

able for describing information about any specific domain (RDF Working Group,142

2014) thus being a very extensible schema suitable for the design of specialized143
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metadata models. As a result, RDF has been widely adopted in many different144

fields and there are hundreds of vocabularies to describe many different things145

from geospatial features (Jiang et al., 2018) to music products (Raimond and146

Sandler, 2012) or geological map features (Ma et al., 2014b). To this aim, spe-147

cific vocabularies (a ‘near-synonym’ for ontologies2) are written in RDF using148

the fully-featured Web Ontology Language (OWL, W3C OWL Working Group,149

2012). As a result, ontologies contain a conceptual model of a particular (more150

or less broad) domain of knowledge, listing the types of objects, the relation-151

ships that connect them and constraints on the ways that these objects and152

relationships can be combined, being used for description, classification and153

reasoning.154

In this context, METACLIP ontologies are designed in order to describe155

complex features and processes specific of the climate science domain (Fig. 3).156

Since the term ontology isn’t well-known outside the semantic web community,157

we use here the more colloquial term vocabulary to refer to the METACLIP158

ontologies. METACLIP has a broad scope within the climate science, and is159

envisaged to adequately serve to the description of scientific outcomes in various160

related disciplines (short, medium and long range predictions, climate change161

projections, observational studies . . . ). The METACLIP vocabularies are briefly162

described in the following section.163

2.1. METACLIP vocabularies164

The METACLIP framework is conceived as a domain-specific extension of165

the more general (“domain-agnostic”) PROV Data Model (PROV-DM; Prove-166

nance Working Group, 2013), next briefly introduced. PROV-DM is the con-167

ceptual framework which defines the general types and relationships among168

features forming a basis for the W3C provenance (PROV) family of specifica-169

2This thread may help the non-expert reader to clarify both terms and in which con-

texts ontology and vocabulary may be used interchangeably: https://stackoverflow.com/

questions/20200270/ontology-vs-vocabulary
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tions. PROV-DM is organized in six components, respectively dealing with:170

(1) entities and activities, and the time at which they were created, used, or171

ended; (2) derivations of entities from entities; (3) agents bearing responsibility172

for entities that were generated and activities that happened; (4) a notion of173

bundle, a mechanism to support provenance of provenance; (5) properties to174

link entities that refer to the same thing; and, (6) collections forming a logical175

structure for its members (Provenance Working Group, 2013). Even though176

PROV-DM is domain-agnostic, it is equipped with extensibility points that al-177

low domain-specific information to be included. As a result, PROV-DM has178

currently a wide international adoption in many different fields.179

ds:Dataset

rdfs:subclassOf

prov:Entity

ds:hadModellingCenter

rdfs:subpropertyOf

prov:wasAttributedTo

rdfs:subpropertyOf

prov:wasInfluencedBy

ds:KNMI

rdfs:subclassOf

prov:Organization

rdfs:subclassOf

prov:Agent

rdfs:hasIndividual

ds:ModellingCenter
ds:hadDataProvider

ds:DataProvider

ds:hadProject

ds:Projectrdfs:subclassOf

prov:Activity

rdfs:subpropertyOf

prov:wasGeneratedBy

rdfs:subpropertyOf

prov:wasInfluencedBy

ds:EOBS

rdfs:hasIndividual

PROV-O Ontology

DATASOURCE Ontology

rdfs:hasIndividual

ds:ECA xsd:anyURIds:referenceURL

rdfs:subpropertyOf

rdfs:seeAlso

Figure 2: Schematic example showing the re-use of the PROV-O ontology by the METACLIP’s

datasource ontology. The graphical representation corresponds to the RDF graph nodes high-

lighted in Fig. 1. The two ontologies are differentiated by color, and their namespace prefixes

are also indicated. See Table 1 for details about the rdfs and xsd schemas appearing in the

figure.

The PROV Ontology (PROV-O; PROV Working Group, 2013; Moreau et al.,180

2015) allows the mapping of the PROV data model to RDF, providing a set of181
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Vocabulary name prefix Namespace URI Reference

Dublin Core Metadata Element Set dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ Dublincore.org (2012)

GeoSPARQL geosparql http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql# Cox et al. (2002)

PROV Ontology (PROV-O) prov http://www.w3.org/ns/prov# PROV Working Group (2013)

RDF Schema rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# Brickley and Guha (2014)

Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) skos http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# Miles et al. (2009)

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative Metadata Terms terms http://purl.org/dc/terms/ Powell et al. (2005)

eXtensible Markup Language Schema xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# W3C XML Core Working Group (2001)

Table 1: Summary of pre-existing ontologies and schemas used by METACLIP.

classes, properties, and restrictions that can be used to represent and inter-182

change provenance information generated in different systems and under differ-183

ent contexts. In order to achieve domain-specific extensibility of the PROV data184

model to the climate science context, METACLIP has developed specific vocab-185

ularies extending some basic PROV-O classes and properties, enriched with186

the necessary annotations to provide meaningful representations of the differ-187

ent steps involved in the generation of a specific data product. Furthermore,188

METACLIP extends other widely used data models apart from PROV-DM when189

relevant. For instance, spatially explicit features are described as an extension190

of the OGC GeoSPARQL standard, through its vocabulary (geosparql) for rep-191

resenting geospatial data in RDF (Cox et al., 2002). Also, different concepts192

involved in the quality assessment of forecasting systems have been introduced193

in the verification vocabulary as SKOS concepts (Miles et al., 2009). Another194

widely used metadata schema adopted by METACLIP is the Dublin Core (Pow-195

ell et al., 2005), providing a number of elements to describe data sources (title,196

creator, description etc.). The use of these previously existing vocabularies re-197

duce duplicity and promote interoperability, provided these are based on formal198

recommendations of working groups widely adopted by the Semantic Web com-199

munity. A summary of these vocabulary imports are summarized in Table 1.200

An example of how the PROV-O is reused by the METACLIP ontologies is201

presented in Fig. 2.202

The METACLIP vocabularies are under current development and evolution,203

as METACLIP is used in the context of new projects and initiatives, some of204
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them already indicated in Sec. 1. In these projects, domain experts discuss205

the need for defining new classes and properties and their naming during meet-206

ings held for this purpose, and their possible mapping to other pre-existing207

vocabularies is carefully analysed by the METACLIP core development team208

(authors of this article). Several technical aspects are considered in order to209

avoid errors compromising the validity of the vocabularies. One mechanism210

to ensure integrity is through reasoning, a process that can use the semantics211

of the different classes and properties to interpret the data and to infer new212

knowledge. Some errors in RDF only reveal themselves after reasoning (Hogan213

et al., 2010), and therefore the METACLIP vocabularies are tested using a rea-214

soning engine to check for potential problems (HermiT OWL reasoner, Glimm215

et al., 2010, http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/). In addition, in creating216

the METACLIP vocabularies, we leveraged existing vocabularies (Table 1) by217

creating sub-classes/properties from their terms and avoided creating super-218

classes/properties of their terms, which would imply changes to the core seman-219

tics of those ontologies, a problem known as “ontology hijacking” (Hogan et al.,220

2009) that causes issues when combining provenance from multiple sources for221

reasoning.222

As a result, METACLIP is currently composed of the four core vocabu-223

laries next described (the prefix of each ontology is indicated between paren-224

thesis after its name). Both stable and development versions of the META-225

CLIP vocabularies can be reached in their public GitHub repository (https:226

//github.com/metaclip/vocabularies). A high-level representation of a typ-227

ical climate data workflow, and the vocabularies involved at each stage of the228

climate product generation is presented in Fig. 3. The vocabularies were written229

using the open-source Protégé software (Musen, 2015).230

• datasource (ds:) This vocabulary describes the origin of the input data231

(dataset description), and data transformations (subsetting, aggregation,232

anomalies, PCA, climate indices etc.). It also establishes the links between233

the different transformation commands and arguments in each step (source234
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code). The ontology version IRI3 is http://metaclip.org/datasource.235

owl.236

• calibration (cal:) The Calibration vocabulary encodes the metadata de-237

scribing bias correction, downscaling and other forms of statistical adjust-238

ment (variance inflation, ensemble recalibration etc.). The development of239

this specific ontology is partially aligned with the conceptual framework240

designed in the COST Action VALUE (Maraun et al., 2015; Gutiérrez241

et al., 2018), providing a European Network for a comprehensive valida-242

tion and development of statistical downscaling methods. The ontology243

URI is http://metaclip.org/calibration.owl.244

• verification (veri:) The forecast verification vocabulary encodes the meta-245

data related with the verification of seasonal forecast products, providing246

a description of the verification measures applied as well as a descrip-247

tion of the verification aspect addressed by each measure. Furthermore,248

the vocabulary also provides a conceptual scheme for the definition of249

other more general forms of climate validation. The ontology URI is250

http://metaclip.org/verification.owl. There is also an ongoing ini-251

tiative to develop a vocabulary for climate model validation, following the252

framework developed in the above-mentioned VALUE initiative (Gutiérrez253

et al., 2018).254

• graphical output (go:) This vocabulary is aimed at graphical product de-255

scription (charts, maps), including a characterization of uncertainty types256

represented and how these are communicated. It has two main compo-257

nents: i) The graphical product description and ii) the description of the258

uncertainty types communicated by the different graphical elements of259

the product. The ontology URI is http://metaclip.org/graphical_260

output.owl.261

3Internationalized Resource Identifier
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of a typical climate product generation workflow, from

database description, subsetting and data transformation to final graphical product genera-

tion (a map, chart etc.). METACLIP specifically considers the different intermediate steps

consisting of input data transformations, statistical adjustment/downscaling and model data

validation. The different vocabularies describing each stage are indicated in the left (the vo-

cabulary prefixes are indicated in parenthesis followed by “:”). In the right column, some

icons used to visually represent each step in the METACLIP Interpreter (Sec. 5) are pre-

sented. Note that all steps include a detailed description of the command calls generating

them (represented by the “> ” symbol).

In order to illustrate the scope of the vocabularies and the way the PROV262

data model has been extended, a brief explanation on how a primary climate263

data source is described by the datasource vocabulary is next given as example.264

This is in general the first step for provenance tracking (i.e., the first boxes of265

the high-level representation in Fig. 3). In METACLIP, the input data descrip-266
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tion is achieved by the class Dataset of the datasource vocabulary (it will be267

referred to by indicating the vocabulary prefix followed by the class name as in268

ds:Dataset hereafter), that extends prov:Entity, and splits into 6 different sub-269

classes attending to the nature of the dataset (e.g., ds:MultiDecadalSimulation,270

ds:Observations, ds:Reanalysis, etc.). Further classes are linked to ds:Dataset271

via object properties that provide further provenance details such as the272

ds:ModellingCenter producing the data and the ds:DataProvider distributing273

the data, both defined as subclasses of prov:Agent), the ds:Project in which the274

data can be framed (e.g., CMIP5, CORDEX etc.) or experiments (e.g., eval-275

uation experiments or historical/future emission or radiative forcing scenarios276

etc.), defined as subclasses of prov:Activity. Other details are also given that277

are specific for each subclass of ds:Dataset (e.g., the driving model ds:GCM for278

a given ds:RCM regional simulation –which extends prov:SoftwareAgent–, the279

URLs4 serving as entry points for the data etc.). A schematic overview of the280

climate data source description by the datasource vocabulary is given in Fig. 4.281

4URL is the Uniform Resource Locator, a type of URI that identifies a resource via a

representation of its primary access mechanism (e.g., its network “location” URI Planning

Interest Group, W3C/IETF, 2001)
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Figure 4: Schematic overview of the main classes (yellow circles), object properties (arrows)

and individuals (purple diamonds) of the datasource ontology used to describe a climate

dataset. To avoid a congested graph, only the individuals defined for ds:GCM and ds:RCM are

shown (there are other individuals describing :ModellingCenter, :Project and :DataProvider

classes). The PROV-O classes extended by the datasource ontology are indicated by the :prov

prefix (the ds: prefix is omitted in the figure for conciseness).

After recording the provenance of the input data sources, the different trans-282

formations experienced by the data are encoded as instances of the ds:Step283

class, which is a specific METACLIP subclass of the more general PROV284

prov:Derivation class, defined as “a transformation of an entity into another,285

an update of an entity resulting in a new one, or the construction of a new286

entity based on a pre-existing entity” (PROV Working Group, 2013). ds:Step287

class itself is a general transformation with different specific subclasses such as288

ds:DatasetSubset, ds:Aggregation, veri:ForecastVerification, cal:BiasAdjustment,289
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go:GraphicalRepresentation and many others belonging to the different META-290

CLIP vocabularies, aimed at the description of the different stages involved in291

the climate product generation (Fig. 3). Similarly, the construction of multi-292

model ensembles is described by ds:Ensemble, as a subclass of prov:Collection,293

and a specific class (ds:CombinationMethod) is aimed at the technical descrip-294

tion of the method for ensemble member combination. A schematic overview of295

the main ds:Step classes is shown in Fig. 5.296

Figure 5: Schematic overview of the main classes (yellow circles, blue arrows represent sub-

classes) in the different METACLIP vocabularies used to describe climate data transformations

(ds:Transformation superclass). The vocabularies defining each class are indicated by their

prefixes, as indicated in Sec. 2.1 (see also Fig. 3).

Furthermore the software used and the command calls associated with297

each ds:Step can also be recorded. Specific software applications used to298

perform different climate data manipulation tasks (ds:Package) extend the299

prov:SofwareAgent class, while the specific commands invoked (ds:Command)300

extend the prov:Activity class. The recording of all the command calls trig-301

gering the different transformations ensures the full reproducibility of the final302
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outcome.303

3. metaclipR: a climate4R extension for using METACLIP in R304

In this article, the METACLIP concept is illustrated through an ap-305

plied example using climate4R (Iturbide et al., 2019, see also http://www.306

meteo.unican.es/climate4R), a R-based framework for climate data access,307

postprocessing (including bias correction and downscaling) and visualization.308

metaclipR is a package implementing the METACLIP framework in R, spe-309

cialized in (although not restricted to) the particular context of climate4R, in310

order to efficiently deal with the specificities of this group of packages, allowing311

for an easier abstraction of command calls and data structures to the entities312

defined in the METACLIP vocabularies. Both climate4R and metaclipR are313

briefly presented in this section.314

3.1. The climate4R framework315

climate4R builds on two main data structures (grid and station, includ-316

ing metadata) to deal with gridded and point data from observations, re-317

analysis, seasonal forecasts and climate projections. Data access is primarily318

obtained by package loadeR, enabling transparent, “user-friendly” access to319

(possibly harmonized) data from R through the NetCDF-Java API (Unidata,320

2018), and a wide range of common transformation operations through pack-321

age transformeR. climate4R considers ensemble members as a basic dimension322

of the data structures. Also, compatibility with some external packages has323

been achieved by either two-way bridging functions or wrapper packages, thus324

enhancing the climate4R core packages with extended functionalities address-325

ing specific community needs or project developments such as the calculation326

of extreme climate indices (climate4R.climdex, Bedia, 2018), model valida-327

tion (package VALUE, Gutiérrez et al., 2018), seasonal forecast visualization328

(visualizeR, Fŕıas et al., 2018), species distribution modelling (mopa, Iturbide329

et al., 2018), fire danger applications (fireDangeR, Bedia et al., 2018) or the pro-330

vision of remote access to harmonized seasonal forecast datasets (loadeR.ECOMS,331
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Cofiño et al., 2018), among others. Furthermore, the climate4R Hub is a cloud-332

based computing facility that allows to run \code{climate4R} on the cloud us-333

ing docker and jupyter-notebook (https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/334

climate4R/tree/master/docker).335

3.2. Package metaclipR336

climate4R attains full compatibility with the METACLIP framework with337

metaclipR, envisaged to keep track of the different operations undertaken dur-338

ing the data workflow and translate them into the RDF description provided by339

METACLIP. This is achieved through two main mechanisms:340

i.) On the side of the vocabularies, by introducing in the METACLIP vo-341

cabularies individuals describing particular features of climate4R in detail342

(e.g., the UDG data access layer of climate4R is an individual instance of343

the ds:DataProvider class –subclass of prov:Organization–, loadeR is an344

individual instance of ds:Package –subclass of prov:SoftwareAgent–, etc.).345

Every time metaclipR is loaded, it will automatically perform a check to346

connect to the METACLIP vocabularies. In case this connection fails (ei-347

ther the remote server is temporarily unavailable or there is not internet348

connection), there will be a warning message. metaclipR can still be used,349

but there are several automated metadata recording steps that the pack-350

age will not be able to undertake, leading to a less detailed, more generic351

metadata representation because the individual class instances (see e.g.,352

Fig 4) won’t be read from the vocabulary.353

ii.) On the side of metaclipR, by including specific functions referring to354

known climate4R functions when these are used (e.g., the function355

metaclipR.loadGridData handles ds:DatasetSubset entities when com-356

puted with function loadGridData from package loadeR, as next shown357

in the example of Sec. 4).358

We emphasize here that in spite of the specialization of metaclipR on359

climate4R packages, it can handle any other functions (even outside the R360
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environment), as the different entities and transformations can be recorded361

without assuming a particular function call to generate them. For instance,362

following with the example in the above paragraph ii.), the generic function363

to encode a dataset subset is metaclipR.DatasetSubset, although optionally364

metaclipR.loadGridData can be used if the latter function is being used to365

generate the subset. As the mapping of specific command calls to META-366

CLIP classes is highly sensitive to code modifications, METACLIP controls the367

climate4R package versions when these are used. For this reason, the package368

version is an input argument in all metaclipR functions, and internally controls369

the valid versions that apply for each metaclipR package.370

Thus, in essence metaclipR generates metadata for the products generated371

by mapping the specific function calls or input arguments received onto the372

METACLIP vocabularies (Sec. 2.1), creating a RDF representation of the meta-373

data (a RDF graph, see example in Fig. 1). The directed graph structure is374

internally constructed using the igraph package (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006).375

The sequence of the data workflow is achieved by recording, after each step the376

terminal node of the resulting RDF graph. After each call to the metaclipR377

functions, the RDF graph is updated (and therefore the terminal node, which378

is updated with the latest operation undertaken).379

As data workflows are often non-linear, different graphs can be initiated and380

grown in parallel, until a certain operation binds them to create a unique, larger381

graph structure. For instance, one may want to describe different primary data382

sources that undergo subsetting and interpolation onto a common grid prior to383

ensemble generation. The last step entails a merge of several previous graphs384

for each ensemble member into one single collection (there are specific examples385

of this in the companion paper notebook, see Sec. 6).386
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4. Worked Example: Maps of summer day biases for a EURO-387

CORDEX sub-ensemble388

The main functionalities of metaclipR are showcased in this section, describ-389

ing the complete workflow to compute the climatological map of an ETCCDI390

core climate index (http://etccdi.pacificclimate.org/list_27_indices.391

shtml) relevant for the assessment of climate change impacts (Karl et al., 1999).392

In particular, in this example we consider summer days (SU, defined as the num-393

ber of days with maximum temperature > 25◦C) over a Mediterranean domain,394

using observational data the E-OBS interpolated grid (Haylock et al., 2008), in395

order to compute and visualize the resulting index climatology. This example396

is an extremely simple case study used to illustrate the steps involved in the397

generation of a climate product (a map) with the corresponding provenance in-398

formation. More advanced examples providing a more comprehensive overview399

of the METACLIP functionalities are illustrated in the companion notebook of400

this paper (see Sec. 6) and in the gallery of the METACLIP interpreter (Sec.401

5).402

Throughout this section, the R code is interwoven within the text in order to403

show how metaclipR operates. All lines of code are identified by the R prompt404

symbol “>”. Furthermore, in order to differentiate the calls to the climate4R405

functions performing the climate data operations from the metaclipR functions406

that record the corresponding provenance information, the latter code chunks407

are written in blue.408

4.1. Working with the observations (E-OBS)409

E-OBS is a daily gridded observational dataset of reference in Europe (Hay-410

lock et al., 2008). It is available through a public OPeNDAP server maintained411

by the KNMI (the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute). In this example, the412

0.25-degree regular grid of maximum temperature will be used. E-OBS is de-413

fined by the METACLIP’s datasource ontology as an Individual instance of the414

ds:ObservationalDataset class. Hence, all the required metadata associated to415
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the individual will be automatically annotated by the function (every time that416

there is an open connection with the vocabulary, as explained in Sec. 3.2).417

> library(metaclipR)

> showUDGDatasources()[7, ]

Similarly, KNMI is also a known institution, for which a specific individual418

exists:419

> "KNMI" %in% knownClassIndividuals("ModellingCenter")

When the data comes from the UDG data provider (see420

knownClassIndividuals("DataProvider")), the URL pointing to the421

data is automatically recorded. However, in this case we are using an alterna-422

tive data provider (the KNMI server), and its URL can be optionally included.423

This URL will be internally encoded in the provenance info as a data property424

(note that the URL string in the command below has been trimmed to allow425

readability in a single line; the full URL is indicated in the foot note5)426

> eobs.url <- "http://opendap.knmi.nl/knmi/.../tx_0.25deg_reg_v17.0.nc"

> metadata <- metaclipR.Dataset(Dataset.name = "E-OBS_v17_0.25regular",

DataProvider = "KNMI",

DataProvider.URL = eobs.url,

Dataset.subclass = "ObservationalDataset",

Project = "ECA",

ModellingCenter = "KNMI")

To give an idea of the operation just undertaken, the function has started an427

RDF graph with the dataset information, partially displayed in Fig. 1. There428

is much more information inside the graph encoded as data properties (relevant429

5http://opendap.knmi.nl/knmi/thredds/dodsC/e-obs_0.25regular/tx_0.25deg_reg_

v17.0.nc
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URLs, class belonging and other annotations), but this requires the META-430

CLIP Interpreter (described in Sec. 5) in order to conveniently display it in an431

interactive way. Also note that in this particular example, the ds:DataProvider432

and the ds:ModellingCenter correspond to the same individual (KNMI, Fig. 1).433

This is not necessarily so in other cases, and often the data produced by mod-434

elling centers is distributed by other providers (e.g., the User Data Gateway,435

an Earth System Grid Federation –ESGF– node, etc.). There is also an associ-436

ated ds:Project generating the data (the European Climate Assessment –ECA–,437

Klein Tank et al., 2002).438

4.1.1. Data subsetting439

As shown in Iturbide et al. (2019), the function loadGridData from package440

loadeR was used to access the specific data slice used in the study. Note that441

loadGridData performs several steps in one single command call, depending on442

the different arguments used. Thus, it is possible to undertake dimensional sub-443

setting + index.calculation + aggregation on-the-fly when using this function.444

For this reason, a specific metaclipR function was designed to account for this445

characteristic (see example in Sec. 3.2). This allows for a more accurate descrip-446

tion of the different transformations experienced by the original data following447

the METACLIP schema when using the climate4R data loading functions.448

In this example, the function loadGridData performs subsetting according449

to the arguments specified. Climate index calculation and temporal aggregation450

will be performed afterwards using other command calls, so in this case the451

original daily data of maximum temperature from E-OBS is retrieved without452

further aggregation. The data collocation parameters used for subsetting are453

indicated by the different specific arguments (var, lonLim, latLim, season and454

years, in this case). Note that package loadeR is first loaded:455

> library(loadeR)

> lon <- c(-10, 20)

> lat <- c(35, 46)

> tasmax <- loadGridData(dataset = eobs.url,
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var = "tx",

season = 1:12,

years = 1971:2000,

lonLim = lon,

latLim = lat)

Note that no arguments indicating temporal aggregation (time, aggr.m,456

etc.) are being used. This means that we are loading the data in its native457

temporal resolution, that in this case is daily. Next, a call to the corresponding458

metaclipR function is done in order to record the subsetting step just under-459

taken:460

> metadata <- metaclipR.loadeR(package = "loadeR",

version = "1.4.0",

graph = metadata,

output = "tasmax",

fun = "loadGridData",

arg.list = list(dataset = eobs.url,

var = "tx",

season = 1:12,

years = 1971:2000,

lonLim = lon,

latLim = lat))

4.1.2. Climate index calculation461

The function climdexGrid is the workhorse for the calculation of all the462

ETCCDI core indices in the climate4R.climdex package (Bedia, 2018), build-463

ing upon the original code of package climdex.pcic (Bronaugh, 2015). The464

specific index is indicated by the index.code argument. Additional specific ar-465

guments can be passed to this function (these are detailed in the help menu of466

climdexGrid). Here, we apply the default configuration of the SU index (Sum-467

mer Days, i.e., the annual number of days recording a maximum temperature468

above 25◦C).469
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> library(climate4R.climdex)

> SU <- climdexGrid(index.code = "SU", tx = tasmax)

A specific metaclipR function (metaclipR.etccdi) was designed for the470

characteristics of the ETCDDI indices (these are defined as individual instances471

of the ds:ClimateIndex class):472

> metadata <- metaclipR.etccdi(graph = metadata,

output = "SU",

arg.list = list(index.code = "SU"))

Note that the temporal resolution (as well as other relevant metadata) is473

updated after climate index calculation. In this case, the original daily max-474

imum temperature (daily resolution) has been aggregated to annual after the475

index calculation. This characteristic is taken into account by metaclipR, and476

the temporal resolution of the transformed data is automatically updated ac-477

cordingly.478

4.1.3. Climatology calculation479

The climatological mean field is next calculated. In this case, the function480

climatology from package transformeR is used, By default, this function will481

apply the mean over the time dimension. However, for clarity, this option is482

explicitly indicated here in the argument clim.fun.483

> library(transformeR)

> SU.clim <- climatology(SU, clim.fun = list(FUN = "mean", na.rm = TRUE))

And the corresponding metadata of this step is annotated. Note that by484

default, the function will assume that the mean cell method is being used (i.e.,485

the climatological mean).486

> metadata <- metaclipR.Climatology(graph = metadata,

arg.list = list(clim.fun =

list(FUN = "mean",

na.rm = TRUE)))
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4.1.4. Climatology map487

The default behaviour of spatialPlot (from package visualizeR) will pro-488

duce a basic map without text and with a basic (color-blind friendly) color489

palette. Thus, in order to reproduce the Fig. 2a in Iturbide et al. (2019), we490

add further customization options, indicating the same color palette and lines491

delimiting political boundaries. As a result, the following code generates Fig.492

6:493

> library(RColorBrewer)

> library(visualizeR)

> SU.colors <- colorRampPalette(colors = rev(brewer.pal(11, "RdYlBu")))

> main <- "Climatology of Summer Days (ETCCDI-SU) 1971-2000"

> spatialPlot(SU.clim, col.regions = SU.colors(61),

at = seq(0,260,10),

backdrop.theme = "countries",

main = main)

Climatology of ETCCDI−SU Index (Summer Days) 1971−2000

0

50

100

150

200

250

Figure 6: Mean number of summer days (SU index from ETCCDI) for the 30-year climato-

logical period 1971-2000. The figure reproduces Fig. 2a from Iturbide et al. (2019).

The metadata is next updated with the step generating the graphical output.494

The function metaclipR.SpatialPlot has been specifically designed to describe495

the provenance of graphical products generated with this function:496
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> metadata <- metaclipR.SpatialPlot(graph = metadata,

input.grid = SU.clim,

arg.list = list(grid = SU.clim,

col.regions = SU.colors(61),

at = seq(0, 260, 10),

backdrop.theme = "countries",

main = main))

4.1.5. Figure file creation and metadata embedding497

Finally, both the file containing the map and the embedded provenance498

information can be produced using the function embedFig, that undertakes all499

operations (metadata encoding of the graphical product + graphical product500

generation + metadata compression + metadata embedding) in a single function501

call:502

> embedFig(plot.fun = "spatialPlot",

arg.list = list(grid = SU.clim,

col.regions = SU.colors(61),

at = seq(0,260,10),

backdrop.theme = "countries",

main = main),

full.metadata = metadata.EOBS$graph,

format = "png",

filename = "EOBS_SU_climatology.png",

width = 950, height = 800, res = 150)

The final figure file with full provenance description is available in the fol-503

lowing link: http://metaclip.org/EOBS_SU_climatology.png. The image is504

also available in the example gallery of the METACLIP Interpreter (see Sec. 5,505

http://metaclip.org), and included as Supplementary Material in this article.506
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5. Metadata exploration and visualization507

Once the climate product has been produced and all the metadata conve-508

niently recorded and embedded into the product, as illustrated in Sec. 4, it is509

ready for delivery. The provenance information embed into the figure can be510

now explored using the METACLIP Interpreter.511

5.1. Interpreter overview512

The METACLIP Interpreter has been designed as an interactive provenance513

visualization tool to navigate through complex data workflows, and obtain for514

each step a semantic description of the operations undertaken (as provided by515

the specialized vocabularies). This makes the METACLIP Interpreter a unique516

visualization tool that allows an easy interpretation of the provenance infor-517

mation to users with different levels of expertise. The visualization interface518

allows provenance description at different levels of granularity, in such a way519

that the most technical details (e.g., command calls, only relevant for expert520

users) remain hidden unless explicitly queried. At first sight, only a high-level521

description of the provenance information will be displayed, that will suffice in522

most occasions for end-users to have an overview on how the product was gener-523

ated, without entering in unnecessary technical descriptions, often meaningless524

for non-experts. However, the user can query further details by clicking in the525

corresponding nodes or using a topic selector on the left panel, so an expanded526

level of detail is shown. As a result, technical details regarding downscaling, val-527

idation, command calls etc., can be easily obtained, including a full description528

of the source code if needed.529

5.2. Technical aspects about the Interpreter implementation530

As commented in Sec. 2, RDF representations must be serialized into a531

specific data format. In particular, metaclipR writes the final igraph-class532

object in JSON-LD format (function graph2json), although many other formats533

are possible. The interpreter is able to handle all of these RDF serialization534

formats to ease the usage of METACLIP, although the examples presented in535
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this paper and the companion material are coded in JSON-LD (see this link6
536

for an example showing the JSON-LD representation of the RDF graph of Fig.537

1).538

The support for parsing the different serialization formats in JavaScript is539

quite limited and very heterogeneous. Therefore, the interpreter has been de-540

signed following a two-component architecture where there is (i) a back-end541

service to extract and parse the METACLIP provenance information and (ii) a542

front-end component that handles the interactive visualization. The back-end543

is based on Java and uses Apache Jena (https://jena.apache.org), a widely544

used library to deal with linked data. This library has an API that abstracts545

the user to the underlying format of linked data files. It supports many different546

format files, has a large community of users and is actively maintained. On the547

other side, the front-end is based on d3js (https://d3js.org), a JavaScript548

library to implement interactive visualization components.549

In addition, the METACLIP Interpreter has the ability to extract and de-550

compress the metadata information when this is embedded in the product (com-551

pression is applied in this case to minimize the file size overhead). This is the552

case in the examples provided in this paper. As a result, any graphical product553

file can be loaded into the METACLIP Interpreter (the option exists to use554

a drag-and-drop area to ease usability), and metadata visualization (including555

decompression) is automatically performed. The METACLIP Interpreter can556

be accessed through the following link: http://metaclip.org. A gallery of557

examples is available, including the example of Sec. 4.558

6. Conclusions and future work559

In the context of climate data information, METACLIP is conceived as a new560

solution for data provenance tracking, bringing together semantic web technolo-561

gies, visualization and domain-specific knowledge in the field of climate science,562

6http://metaclip.org/fig1.json
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to provide a user-oriented, product-based solution to data provenance. It must563

be noted that METACLIP is not a closed solution, but a recent development564

likely to experience changes in the mid-term as a result of new requirements or565

user needs arisen in future projects and initiatives, some of them currently on-566

going. Moreover, it is possible that METACLIP will adopt new or pre-existing567

ontologies to “better” describe certain features. The extensibility and reusabil-568

ity of the RDF schema ensures its maximum flexibility to adapt to the specific569

requirements of each situation.570

The main METACLIP features are illustrated in this work through a simple571

example in which a climate product (an image file containing a climatological572

map of a specific climate index) is generated in parallel with its provenance573

information. A web-based front-end (the METACLIP Interpreter) completes574

the METACLIP framework, facilitating the navigation through the provenance575

information to users with different levels of expertise. Therefore, end-users ul-576

timately receive a product and a metadata exploration tool readily available.577

Nevertheless, this approach does not preclude the separation of the raw prove-578

nance information (JSON-LD files) from the products in order to develop inde-579

pendent product databases oriented to content management systems or interac-580

tive search-and-discovery tools, exposing the provenance information in a way581

that linked open data services could read/interpret, thus allowing for advanced582

provenance analytics.583

584

All the steps followed to generate the climate index map presented in this585

paper (with extended details and additional information), are available in the586

companion Paper Notebook:587

• pdf file: https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/notebooks/blob/588

v0.1.0/2018_metaclip_EMS.pdf589

• source code (R markdown): https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/590

notebooks/blob/v0.1.0/2018_metaclip_EMS.Rmd591

Additional examples of anomaly calculation, bias correction and future cli-592
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mate index projections are also provided. The R software and all the packages593

required to reproduce the results are freely available as indicated in the paper594

notebook, where more specific details for installation are given.595

Software availability596

Name of the software:597

• metaclipR (paper version: 1.1.0): https://github.com/metaclip/598

metaclipR/releases/tag/v1.1.0.599

• METACLIP Web Interpreter: (paper version 1.0): https://github.com/600

metaclip/interpreter/releases/tag/v1.0601

The ontology version IRIs used in this paper are next indicated. Note that these602

versions are already archived, so no further changes are done to the linked files.603

The current stable vocabulary version IRIs are indicated in Sec. 2.1.604

• datasource (paper version 0.11): https://github.com/metaclip/605

vocabularies/blob/master/archive/datasource/0.11/datasource.606

owl607

• graphical output (version 0.1): https://github.com/metaclip/608

vocabularies/blob/master/archive/graphical_output/0.1/609

graphical_output.owl610

Year First Available: 2017611

Developers: Bedia, J., San-Mart́ın, D.612

E-mail: bediaj@predictia.es, daniel@predictia.es613

Website: https://github.com/metaclip614

Hardware Requirement: General-purpose computer615

Programming Languages: R, Java, Javascript616

Software Requirements: R version 3.1.0 or later. A generic web browser and an617

internet connection to use the METACLIP Interpreter.618
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Licensing619

This software is made freely available under the terms and conditions of the620

GNU General Public License Version 3.621

Data availability and Supplementary Materials622

All the code (and data) used to produce this paper is available in a com-623

panion paper notebook (see Sec. 6). The full code of the different METACLIP624

components (including the vocabularies) are available in the pubic GitHub repo625

https://github.com/metaclip.626

Figure 6 with full provenance information embedded is included as supple-627

mentary material.628
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Figure 7: A screenshot of the METACLIP Interpreter (http://metaclip.org/interpreter),

displaying the provenance representation of Fig. 6. Here, the metadata of the Climate Index

node (the grey node labelled “X2”) is being displayed on the left panel). The information of

the different nodes can be interactively queried by the user. Double-clicking each node will ex-

pand it to further nodes displaying other sub-properties and their corresponding annotations,

until the lowest representation level is reached.
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Highlights

• We introduce METACLIP, a new user-oriented provenance framework exploiting semantic 
web technologies for describing climate products

• It allows for the exploration of provenance representations of climate products using an 
interactive, web-based front-end.

• METACLIP is based on RDF, and develops a set of vocabularies designed as domain-
specific extensions of PROV-O and other international standards.
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